We report experimental evidence of the magnetically dead layers of Ni in sputter-grown Ni/Pt multilayers, studied with room-temperature magnetic circular dichroism and temperature-dependent superconducting quantum interference device magnetometry. The behavior of Curie temperature T c vs Ni sublayer thickness x results in T c ϭ0 at xϭ4.0 Å, indicating the existence of magnetically dead Ni layers. For a sample xϭ2.2 Å, no magnetic moment is observed within experimental error over the whole temperature range of 2 to 300 K.
Surface and interface magnetism of ultrathin films has been a fascinating subject from both fundamental and technological points of view. 1 Intensive experimental 2-5 and theoretical [6] [7] [8] studies have focused on how the magnetic moments are modified in size and/or orientation in such ultrathin films. In Ni films the fundamental issue of the existence of magnetically dead layers still remains unclear because experimental results and theoretical predictions have given some controversy, 6 due to not only lack of experimental techniques available with monolayer sensitivity, but also inconsistent results from different sample preparation conditions.
Quite recently, Wilhelm et al. 9 have reported layerresolved magnetic moments in e-beam grown Ni/Pt multilayer films and no magnetically dead Ni layers at 10 K. In contrast, this paper provides experimental evidence of room-temperature ͑RT͒ nonmagnetic Ni layers of about 5.7 Å in sputter-grown Ni/Pt multilayers from careful studies of magnetic circular dichroism ͑MCD͒ spectra and Nispecific hysteresis loops using MCD contrast that offers submonolayer sensitivity. It is interesting to compare the magnetic properties of both e-beam 9, 10 and sputter-grown Ni/Pt multilayer films. Further study with temperaturedependent superconducting quantum interference device ͑SQUID͒ magnetometry reveals that the RT magnetically dead layers observed from MCD measurements are attributed to ferro-to-paramagnetic transition near Curie temperature T c ͑less than RT͒ for the Ni sublayer thickness, 4.0 Å ϽxϽ11.5 Å. The behavior of T c vs x yields T c ϭ0 for x ϭ4.0 Å, implying magnetically dead Ni layers at 0 K. In agreement with this result, a sample with xϭ2.2 Å shows the disappearance of magnetic moment in the whole temperature range of 2 to 300 K within experimental errors such as a detection limit.
A series of Ni/Pt multilayer samples were prepared at ambient temperature by sequential dc magnetron sputtering of Ni and Pt under a base pressure of 8ϫ10 Ϫ7 Torr and at an Ar sputtering pressure of 7 mTorr on 1600-Å-thick Si 3 N 4 membrane substrates for transmission MCD measurements. The Ni sublayer thickness x was varied from 2 to 31 Å with a constant Pt thickness of 4.5 Å. All samples were capped with 10-Å-thick Pt to protect from oxidation. The repeating number of bilayers was set to 2, 4, or 7 in order to exclude saturation or thickness effects usually incorporated in typical transmission MCD measurements.
11-13 A ͑111͒-oriented polycrystalline structure and multilayer diffraction peaks characteristic of a layered structure, were confirmed by x-ray diffraction and consistent with our earlier study. 14 -16 To investigate interface structure with atomic resolution, crosssection high-resolution transmission-electron microscopy ͑HRTEM͒ images were obtained for a typical Ni/Pt interface fabricated in the same preparation conditions as the samples studied in this work. Surprisingly, even the sputter-grown Ni/Pt multilayers have little interdiffusion in a monolayer limit as demonstrated in the atomic resolution image seen in Fig. 1 . This can be understood by realizing that the Ni and Pt constituents intrinsically prefer like neighbor atoms, consistent with their immiscible phase diagram. Interfacial roughness is also visible with a characteristic correlation length in Fig. 1 . This roughness is expected to have little effect on the size of magnetic moments because electronic hybridization interaction or charge transfer is a much more local effect.
In order to avoid unwanted saturation and thickness effects, MCD measurements were thus carried out in transmission mode with soft x-ray transparent, less than 100-Å-thick samples deposited onto a Si 3 N 4 membrane. Other advantages of the transmission mode are the straightforward conversion from transmission to absorption spectra and easy measurement in varying applied fields. 17 The MCD spectra were measured from the bending magnet at the beamline 6. the Advanced Light Source, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The degree of circular polarization of the out-ofplane elliptically polarized beam was determined to be P C ϭ0.77, directly measured from a polarimetry 18 to correct the MCD spectra. The MCD spectra were taken at RT by reversing the magnetic-field direction and by monitoring transmitted intensities of ϩ/Ϫ helicity through samples. The ϩ/Ϫ helicity represents the sample magnetization parallel and antiparallel to a fixed photon spin in our case. Angle-dependent MCD measurements were carried out at both angles ϭ90°and 35°of incident x rays to the film surface in order to investigate not only the spin and orbital moments but also their anisotropy. The direction of the applied magnetic field of ϩ/Ϫ2.8 kOe is parallel to the incident x rays at both angles. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the transmitted intensity I ϩ(Ϫ) normalized by the incident photon flux I 0 at ϭ90°for x ϭ30.5 Å, as an example. The difference in transmission spectra between ϩ/Ϫ helicity is strongly enhanced through 2 p 1/2 →3d (L 2 ) and 2p 3/2 →3d (L 3 ) dipole transitions. A cross check of x was done using post edge jumps shown in Fig 2͑b͒. 19 The x estimated only from edge jumps are in good agreement with the x determined in the preparation of the multilayer films. Figure 3 shows Ni specific magnetic hysteresis loops measured by applying the magnetic field up to ϩ/ Ϫ2.8 kOe through the L 3 MCD contrast at ϭ90°and 35°f or all multilayer samples. The L 3 MCD contrasts were normalized by total x in each sample. It is evident that magnetic contrast decreases with decreasing x and that the MCD L 3 peaks disappear for the samples with xϭ2.2, 4.2, and 6.6 Å. The results clearly reveal the entire suppression of magnetic moments for the thinner x at RT, which is also consistent with the earlier work of Kim and Shin. 15 We stress here that the Ni absorption spectra are clearly measured even for the thinnest xϭ2.2 Å, but no MCD contrast, as seen in Fig. 4 . The magnitude of the L 3 MCD peaks is consistent with the relative saturation magnetization in the observed hysteresis loops. From the hysteresis curves at both angles, the easy axis of magnetization was determined to be perpendicular to the film plane for xϭ30.5 Å, while the others show unclear magnetic anisotropy, but show slight increases in magnetization with magnetic field for ϭ35°. Discrepancies in the saturation values between ϭ90°and 35°for xϭ19.9 and 30.5 Å, are likely to be attributed to unwanted backgrounds in the measured x-ray absorption spectra.
Quantitative analysis of the MCD spectra ͑Fig. 4͒ was done using the spin and orbital sum rules 20 based on the analysis reported in Ref. 17 magnetic moments for xϭ19.9 and 30.5 Å are summarized in Table I . The magnetic moments for the sample with x ϭ12.2 Å could not be determined reliably because of its much smaller MCD signal. For the samples with xϭ2.2, 4.2, and 6.5 Å, it is impossible to determine the M S and M L since the magnetic moments are not observed at RT for those thickness. The values of M L along both directions parallel (ʈ) and perpendicular (Ќ) to the film plane, are also shown in Table I , obtained from analysis of angle-dependent MCD spectra. 4 The value of M S decreases with decreasing x from M S ϭ0.44 B for xϭ30.5 Å through M S ϭ0.30 B for x ϭ19.9 Å to M S Х0 for xϭ2.2, 4.2, and 6.6 Å. The decrease in M S at RT with decreasing x can be modeled to result from magnetic dead layers whose thickness is ␦, using M S ϭM 0 (1Ϫ2␦/x), where M 0 is the M S in case of xӷ␦, i.e., the spin moment of the bulk Ni. The factor of 2 is accounted for either interfaces of Ni sublayers. The value of ␦ is estimated to be 5.7 Å, with M 0 ϭ0.70 B from the observed M S for both xϭ30.5 and 19.9 Å. The M 0 ϭ0.70 B is a little bit larger than the bulk Ni (ϳ0.6 B ), but close to that predicted by theory for a surface state. 8 To better understand the RT magnetically dead layer observed from MCD measurements, we employed temperaturedependent SQUID magnetometry measurements in a temperature range of 2-300 K at a magnetic field of 0.4 or 1 Tesla applied parallel to the film plane. SQUID data of sample magnetization M vs temperature T for each sample, are shown in Fig. 5 . The trend of M vs T for experimental data ͑open squares͒ is well fitted to M ϭC(1ϪT/T c ) ␤ with the fitting parameters of the critical exponent ␤ and the proportional constant C except for residual tails above T c . 21 For the thinnest xϭ2.2 Å, it is evident that there is no magnetic moment within experimental error ͑see Ni͑111͒/W͑110͒, 22 and is similar to those of Ni ͑or CoNi 9 and CoNi 3 alloys͒/Cu͑100͒. 23 From the fitting results, x for T c extrapolated to 0 K is 4.0 Å. Assuming that both interfaces of each Ni layer are the equivalent nonmagnetic dead layers, the thickness ␦ is determined to be x/2ϭ2.0 Å at 0 K. This is strong evidence for the existence of magnetically dead Ni layers in these sputter-grown Ni/Pt multilayers, while Wilhelm et al. 9 reported the observation of no magnetically dead layer in an e-beam grown 2 monolayer ͑ML͒-Ni/5 ML-Pt multilayer at 10 K. We also observed M for x ϭ4.2 Å ͑more than 110 emu/cm 3 ͒ at 10 K, although there is a little bit difference in magnitude. Unfortunately, Wilhelm et al. did not study 2 Å thick Ni samples, and hence we cannot compare both e-beam and sputter-grown samples as to the existence of their magnetic dead layers for 1 ML thick Ni. It is certain that deposited atoms in the sputtering process have a higher bombardment energy than in e-beam evaporation. However, the HRTEM image shown in Fig. 1 , does not guarantee more interfacial alloying in sputter-grown multilayers than in e-beam grown samples qualitatively analyzed from x-ray diffraction peaks, as reported in Ref. 9 , but of course we do not exclude possible interfacial alloying as a cause of the magnetic dead layers for the thinnest Ni film. It   TABLE I . M L Ќ,(ʈ) and M S determined from MCD spectra and their values compensated for magnetically dead layers in parentheses. is necessary to further study 1 ML Ni films onto Pt in detail using structure probing techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy to better understand an origin of the presence of magnetic dead layers in sputter-grown films.
The magnetic state of Ni/Pt interfaces is quite different from the bulk one due to the changed electronic structure. It has been predicted that not only a band narrowing and increased density-of-state at the Fermi energy at surface and interface in reduced dimension systems, such as thin films and multilayers, increase magnetic moments, but also a strong hybridization of 3d electrons between Ni and Cu decreases spin moment. 8 We therefore attribute the observed nonmagnetic layers of Ni at Ni/Pt interfaces to the possible Ni 3d -Pt 5d hybridization. This leads to a significant reduction in the exchange splitting as a consequence of the balance between the Ni 3d majority-and minority-spin densities.
The values of M S and M L , compensated for the nonmagnetic Ni interface layers of ␦ϭ5.7 Å for each Ni layers observed at RT, are summarized in Table I . The M L compensated for ␦ increases sharply with decreasing x, yielding large enhancement in M L /M S up to 0.37 for xϭ19.9 Å. This value is very large compared to that of Ni͑1 ML͒/ Cu͑001͒ theoretically predicted, 8 but close to that of Ni͑1ML͒/Co͑4ML͒/Cu͑001͒ in experiment 25 ͑see Table I͒ . As mentioned earlier, these MCD measurements were carried out in transmission from very thin layers, which allows us to measure the true L 3 white lines, yielding the larger value of M L ϭ0.26 B for xϭ19.9 Å observed in this paper. We speculate that in some experiments, the L 3 white lines could be suppressed by the saturation effect in TEY, even after its correction and by thickness effect in transmission from relatively thick layers.
Large enhancement in M L /M S and its directional anisotropy are another important finding in this paper because the directional anisotropy of M L governs an easy direction of spins through spin-orbital coupling , although the value of M L is much smaller than that of M S . 4 Since the magnetic anisotropy energy ⌬E, relates with the anisotropy in M L , as 
